WINDY HARBOUR
28TH DECEMBER 2019 TO 4 JANUARY 2020
Written By Jan Eldridge
Trip Leaders Maria and Alex
Members Hertha and Andrew, Woody, Karen and Damien, Clare and Mike, Chris, Jan and Terry.
Some members stayed Friday night at the Bridgetown Sports Ground others joined the group at the Windy
Harbour camp group. We had a bigger site this year so were able to make a larger circle and room for Chis
and his camper trailer inside the circle.
A flying doctor fund raising challenge was set up to see who would be closest to the time that Chris would
arrive on the Sunday – Terry won so he did not have to pay his fine.
This week turned out to be the coldest, wettest and windiest time of all our trips, we had spring, summer,
winter and autumn all in one week. We even had hail stones one night. However, we still had fun.

Woody led a 4x4 day run along the bush track to Gardener River crossing. A couple of sand hills gave a bit
of a challenge but no problems crossing over the river. Karen did take videos of vehicles crossing,
unfortunately Damien did not come back for her – she had to wade across.

As is a usual habit on the Windy Harbour trip – afternoon walks to the ice cream van – big portions of soft
serve ice cream with different flavours and toppings.
Chris and Woody did give fishing a try but only caught a small one, Chris said “the fish jumped on the hook”.

Karen and Chris had great baking sessions with Chris’s new heat bead cooker. We all enjoyed the fruits of
their labours; scones, biscuits, sliced date cake and olive damper– no chance of getting the weight down on
this trip.

Our communal dinner was a great success; roast beef and lamb, baked potatoes, a potato bake, cauliflower
and broccoli cheese, peas and corn followed by Apple Pie and Ice Cream. The evening was spent playing
trivial pursuit and other games till the end of 2019 and the start of 2020.

A visit to The Creamery – Gina Rinehart’s milk processing complex was very impressive and all automatic.
From milking of the cows to the milk flowing into cartons and the cartons then into boxes. The only step
handled by humans is when the boxes at taken from a conveyor belt and put onto wooden pallets to move
to an automatic plastic wrapping process before being put on a truck for wherever they are destined.

We also had a trip to Pemberton for lunch, plus a visit to the Lavender Farm; a great location set on the side
of a lake. It had a small animal farm of sheep, goat, ponies and alpacas.

For some unknown reason the guys spent a lot of time at Chris’s car checking his batteries. He always seemed
to have a voltmeter in his hand and the guys leaning over the bonnet of his vehicle – boys and their toys.
Yet another fun, relaxing 4x4 weekend away with club members.

